ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
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Sun Harbor: a greener
shade of green
If every environmental project incorporates varying shades of green, Mary Lou LoPreste's
visionary concept for Sun Harbor Marina in California encompasses the entire palette.
Recycled products, sustainable resources, low energy, energy efficient are written into every
sweeping curve, every landscaped niche and each marina building and amenity.
Sun Harbor Marina, located within the
loyal clientele, was location. A major overhaul
America's Cup Harbor in San Diego, dates
was needed and Mary Lou, a committed
back to the 1940s. When Mary Lou and Frank
environmentalactivist,was determineto create
LoPreste purchased the facility in 1983 pretty
a truly 'green' marina that would be practical,
much all it had going for it, aside from a very
beautiful and profitable.

"Learning that 60% depletion of our natural
resources comes from building developments,
I became acutely aware of the urgent need for
progressivebuilding standards that can address
the growing environmental crises in our world
today," she told Marina World. "I built the
green marina in the hopes that she would be
a prototype for other developers showing that
you can build green, financially responsible
and financially successful."
Sun Harbor was to be built to Leadership
in Energy & Environmental Design (LEED)
certification, a process developed by the US
Green Building Council (USGBC). In June
this year it became the first LEED certified
marina in the USA.
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Left: Mary Lou LoPreste: "] am passionate about saving our beautiful earth and
.2 maintaining a quality of life that includes our natural resources. " Above: Light shelves
~ I above the windows in the marina restaurant reflect natural light deep into the building.
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aspect of the marina and Bellingham Marine's
Californian team on the docks.

The vision
For many, the environmentally friendly
marina is an ultra clean and sterile facility
where minimalistic lines rule and recycling
containers predominate. Sun Harbor is earthmeets-sea with curved archways, boat-shaped
buildings, undulating walls, stunning water
features and organic earthy colours of yellow
ochre and terracotta that you can almost smell.

Time to plan
In 1996 LoPreste, having familiarised herself
with the needs of the facility, its tenants and
the larger community, started to plan for
redevelopment. The approval application
process began in 1997and, finally,in 2003 she
received permission from the Department of
Boating & Waterways and San Diego Unified
Port District to move forward with her $5.5
million development project.
It was not, however, simply to be a rebuild
based on 'best practice' or 'best compromise'
but a new-style 'living' marina where Feng
Shui principles were applied and attention
to detail was paramount. LoPreste worked
with architect, Caitlin Kelley, on the landside
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It's a marina with a welcome mat.
To achieve this, LoPreste demolished the
old facility and set about reconstruction. The
project included replacement of the existing
marina docks with 94 slips; creation of a 300ft
long waterfront promenade; construction of
a 9,000 sq ft marina building, a 4,500 sq ft
restaurant space,a 6,000 sq ft facility for sports
fishing, sailing and marine related activities;
and improved car parking.
The new marina has full-service slips with
free pump-out, a lounge/recreation room
with computer connections, laundry room,
electronically keyed security gates, firefighting equipment, dock carts, exceptional
shower and bathroom facilities, a mailroom,
custom canvas and upholstery shop and
more.
Beautiful stone and quartzite showers and
toilets feature tankless Takagi water heaters;
low flow, energy efficient showers with
recycled wooden benches; partitions made
from recycled plastic bottles; and motion taps
and soap dispensers. The laundry also has
tankless water heaters and energy efficient
washers and dryers.
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Lefi:The special decking design on the
Unifloatpontoon gives the impression of
waves on a beach. Earth-tone aggregate,
turquoise stones and shell imprints were
used to create the effect (above).
Photos: Fred Milkie, Seattle
The tenants' mailroom is constructed of
kirei, a wooden agricultural by-product of
sorghum and bamboo and every office suite
has recycled carpet and/or bamboo flooring.
Each is wired to keep the temperature and
lighting at a constant level without manual
adjustment and windows are Low E paned for
maximum efficiency.Light shelves have been
constructed throughout the project outside
and inside to throw natural light deep into the
suites and restaurants and reduce the need for
artificial lighting.
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was considered to be too long for the initial
investment and the total project budget could
not absorb it. It was my dream to provide
solar power. I have a beautiful design that
incorporates the undulation design of a wave
as a carport on the frontage road. It would be
a 30kW system that would provide a large
percentage of the power used by the marina."

Community spirit
Door grates outside ground floor office
suites have been made from recycled tyres,
blinds from renewable fast growing timber and
all paint throughout the site is AFM Safecoat
with no formaldehyde, ammonia, crystalline
silica or ethylene glycol. The adhesive used
incorporates a new advanced solvent/rubber
based technology and is one of the firstexterior
solvent-based adhesives to meet stringent
California low Volatile Organic Compound
(VOC) requirements.

On the docks
Sun Harbor's Unifloat concrete docks are
innovative in design and feature a striking
undulating wave-like pattern. The concept was
developed by artist Caitlin Kelley and LoPreste
in order to create a less sterile look than
ordinary concrete decking and avoid the use
of timber, which was deemed less justifiable
environmentally.
A coloured earth-tone aggregate was used
over part of the concrete decking to create a
wave pattern. Small fiat turquoise stones were
sprinkled every so often and seashell and sea
A major focal point is the stunning 50ft
mosaic fountain created by artist Kim
Emerson as a tribute to the local sports
fishing industry.

life impressions stamped into the adjacent
concrete surface to create the effect of sand on
a beach. BMI had to custom design the utility
access ports so that they didn't interrupt the
wave patterns.
Each slip has metered water and electricity,
dish hook-up capability and pump-out. With
one pump-out station for every four boats,
every boat has a direct line without moving
from the slip. An extra facility is available at
the public access dock. The system, primarily
funded by a grant from the Department of
Boating & Waterways, was supplied by Keco
who worked with BMI to ensure glitch-free
installation. All waste goes directly into the
marina sewage network. "The system is very
user friendly and all of the tenants use it on a
regular basis," LoPreste said.

Energy saving
In addition to all the energy saving measures
highlighted so far, LoPreste"s personal brief
included exploration of alternative energy
measures. "Sun Harbor Marina has purchased
renewable energy credits from wind farms
to offset 100% of the electricity used in the
three main buildings for two years," LoPreste
explained.
"Solar power was seriously considered,"
she added. "However, the payback period

Sun Harbor Marina is at 100% occupancy,
as indeed it was throughout the entire
reconstructionphase,andLoPrestehas achieved
her goal - in constructing the promenade - of
further strengthening communityrelationships
and opening up the harbour to the public.
The feeling of community is strong. Tenants
have 24/7 access to marina staff and often
give useful feedback. Social events are held
on a frequent basis along with educational
seminarson how best to sustain a green marina.
Monthly newslettershelp promotethe marina's
environmental efforts and keep tenants
informed on a variety of boating topics.
LoPreste, herself, who will soon embark
on new projects including a green building
consultancy business, has much to share about
the building of Sun Harbor. What was the
biggest hurdle?
"Lack of commitment from my construction
team and lack of experience on my part about
what it really means to build according to
LEED standards. Everyone talks the good
talk when they are seducing you to sign
their contracts but when it comes to actually
being there, collecting the necessary data
and following the guidelines required, it is
a different story. I was on site for the entire
planning and construction phase and I naively
believed that all documentation was being
pursued and implemented. When it came time
to collect the docs, they were nowhere to be
found so the process becaIJ;leeven more tedious
and intense."
i

And the Lesson?'"When I do this again, and I will, I will have
everything in writing and I will have team
players on board with LEED experience and
a firmcommitment to building sustainablyand
with green standards in mind. I am planning
on obtaining my LEED AC (Accredited
Professional) licence. Building 'green'
is coming out of the closet, coming into
mainstream conversation and building in
momentum and recognition.There are millions
of baby boomers out there who really want
to make a mark and 'do the right thing'.
They need a little education and guidance
and then watch out! We are a formidable
group."
For a tour of Sun Harbor Marina or to
learn more, contact Mary Lou LoPreste on
tel: +1 6198381167, email: marylou@Sunharbor.com, www.sun-harbor.com
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